
”FIVE Ws” is the first part of a cycle of events by the project we called &nd.
The stated objective is to create a mobile platoform, aimed at the promotion of young artists, proposing 
a comparison between heterogeneous reality in public and privat areas.

The choice of concept was born from the desire to formalize our same project following the cognitive 
rule of the “Five Ws”:  Who ?, What ?, When ?, Where ?, Why ?, focusing the critical points that a 
research involves and analyzing them individually.
In contrast to the web phenomenon of the spoiler, the answers to the five questions will not simply 
antcipate but it  will be revealed to each of the five exhibitions we propose.

“When” a project is really concluded? Why brake or even suspend an idea? What are the dynamics 
and consequences of abandoning a work?
We believe that taking a break, refusing progress and its rhetoric, rather than the resistance of 
the world and of circumstances, deserve a more accurate reflection. Together with the invited 
artists, we have created a discourse that goes deep into their identity, highlighting the suspended 
discourse that each of us leaves behind himself.

GThe artists invited for When, the third appointment of Five Ws, are Fabio Cavallari, Andrea 
Barbagallo, Barbara Bordoni and Francesco Maria Sabatini; they were asked to present something 
incomplete, a “promise not kept”.
The limbo we set up for this operation could only be a waiting room. This is how the objectivity of 
the work may not have the same finalistic value, but rather a mediating possibility between what 
happened, what is happening and the direction it will take.
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// ARTIST BIO 

- Andrea Barbagallo: (Roma 1994,lives and works between Rome and Milan).
recent exhibitions - Body ache, Dimora Artica (2018, Milan); Habitativo, Spazio Pophouse (2018, 
Milano); Vendonsi, Casa Novecento (2018, Monza).

- Barbara Bordoni: (Varese 1995, graduated in Sculpture at Academy of fine arts of Brera, lives and 
works in Milan).
recent exhibitions  - Side Festival, Museo Giovio (2017, Como); Pozzo dei Goti in arte (2016, Messina); 
INCONTRO #5, fondazione Pini (2016, Milan).

- Fabio Cavallari: (Brescia 1992, studied at I.U.A.V.,  Facultad De Bellas Artes di Salamanca, l’Universidad 
Nacional de Colombia in Bogotà. lives and works in Milan).
recent exhibitions  - Francesco Fabbri prize for Contemporary arts (2017,Piave di Soligo); Mediterranea 
18. Young Artists Biennale (2016, Venice).

- Francesco Maria Sabatini: (Naples 1988, graduated in architecture, lives and works in Naples). 
upcoming exhibition  - la Vita il Luogo la Morte (22_06_2018, at Atelier Alifuoco, Napoli).

// SPECIAL THANKS
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of the initiative.
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